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Abstract quire clear goals, which, in the best case, should be unam-
biguously measurable. In this paper we follow the proposal

We argue that utility functions are very natural tools by Shenker [13] to use application layer utility as perfor-
forformulating optimization problems in cognitive wireless mance metric and optimization goal, which will use several
networks. However, their use mandates that the platform other attributes such as throughput or latency depending on
used supports well-defined APIs and abstractions for re- specific application requirements.
trieving information necessary to calculate the application The major advantages of this approach are a well de-
utilities. We present the design ofa Unified Link-Layer API fined value that can be used to compare network configu-
that offers precisely this functionality in the context oflink- rations and the ability to represent differences between ap-
layer information. The API developed offerspowerful query plications. The requirements of, e.g., file-download appli-
and notification mechanisms, which considerably simplify cations compared to a VoIP-call vary a lot and different in-
the implementation of technology-independent reasoning put metrics should therefore be weighted differently. The
engines for cognitive networks. Prototype implementations first take might be limited to a small number of input varn-
of the API show that despite the rich functionality offered, ables but the approach itself is easily extensible to cope with
the implementation can be made very lightweight andfast, complex environments as present in cognitive wireless net-
enatbling optimizaltion decisions even on per:fr.rame basis works (CWNs). Additionally, multimedia applications will
with standard user terminals. use more complex utility-functions as, for example, today's

video encoders are often not able to adapt to arbitrary bi-
trates but do only support a fixed subset of rates. The utility

1 Introduct'ion of a connection will increase only ifthe bandwidth available
for the video conferencing application will increase enough
to safely upgrade to a higher encoding quality. Additionally,

Software defined radio (SDR) and more recently cogni- the use of utility makes the whole approach easier to extend,
tive radio (CR) paradigms have become important trends in because future applications can specify their utility-function
wireless communication. First SDR-systems have been de- using the same general grammar enabling other entities to
ployed and CR is one of the most rapidly growing research understand those requirements.
domains. Although numerous researchers see spectrum- Present networking research often deals with quality of
agility as one of the main features of CRs we would like service (QoS) aspects and issues of QoS-agreements be-
to underline the cognitive aspect bringing machine learn- tween networks such as Service Level Agreements (SLAs).
ing and multi-dimensional optimization techniques to the Though this work is related to the proposal of utility-based,
wireless world. This approach, initially proposed by Mi- optimization we do not consider QoS here. The use of util-
tola [10], will enable mobile devices to take advantage of ity as an abstract metric can also be applied in the simple
the new freedom offered by software defined and spectrum- best effort case that leaves enough room for optimizations
agile radios through context-sensitive adaptation. without giving any guarantees or requiring signalling be-

Additionally, new and reconfigurable protocol stacks [7] tween network entities.
are u.nd.er deve:lopmenat fleading to additiolnal filexi'bilit iln An optimizatioln a:lgorithm for a CWN s:hou:lLd. adapt set-
the overall system. Although several powerfu.l optimization tinlgs ofthe spectrum-agile radio and.the reconfigurable pro-
techniques are available that can cope with large parameter tocol stack in order to improve the application-layer util-
spaces and complex interrelLations, also those methods lre- ity. As the input parameter space is definitelLy too lLarge
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to be tested completely, powerful optimization techniques
probably combined with machine learning approaches are 1 do-1-d

promising candidates. However, one important prerequi- 0.9
site before the actual optimization can start is a system that 0.8
offers flexible and technology-independent interfaces to re- 07
trieve measurement results. On the way towards completely 06
reconfigurable devices intermediate designs will support a 0.0
fixed subset of technologies as done by some oftoday's mo- 4
bile ternminals. Those rather static systems also use static
and often technology-dependent interfaces. The optimiza- 03 -
tion engine has to then support all those proprietary inter-
faces in order to gather all information needed to star the
actual optimization. ° 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Normalized bitrate
In contrast we present the Unified Link-Layer API

(ULLA) as an important enabler for CWNs which intro-
duces link-layer abstractions and combines access to differ- Figure 1. Examples of bitrate utilities for file
ent link-layer technologies in one API. ULLA offers one download and multimedia conferencing ap-
common interface to gather abstract metrics such as bi- plications.
trate or latency not preventing access to technology-specific
details such as the RTS-threshold in IEEE 802.1L1-based
WLANs. In addition to the architecture of the ULLA frame- 2.1 Examples of utility functions
work and its implementation design we will explain, tak-
ing for simplicity the example of WLANs, how abstracted In classical capaci optimization approaches the quan-
link-layer metrics can be realised considering technology- ti to be maximized for each connection has traditionally
specific aspects. been the obtained bitrate. However, only specific, "down-
We continue the paper in section 2 with a detailed expla- load" types of applications (such as FTP, or nowadays peer-

nation of the utility as a common performance metric. In to-peer filesharing applications) obtain strictly increasing
section 3 we point out key requirements for our approach utilities as the bitrate is increased. For streamed multime-
and optimization of CWNs in general. Afterwards, we dia content and for interactive sessions the situation is more
present ULLA in section 4 and give insights to a case study complicated. First of all, the connection has to support some
based. on WLANs in section 5. We conclude the paper in minimal bitrate and (in the interactive case) latency for it to
section 6. be usable for the application at all. After these initial con-

ditions are satisfied, the improvement of application-layer

2 Utilit-based optimization utili pically takes place in discrete steps, for example in
the case of codec change or reconfiguration becoming pos-
sible.

As stated in the introduction, utility is a quantitative, nu- The "traditional" utility functions (see, for example,
merical expression of the quality of a connection measured [4, 5, 13]) corresponding to these two cases are of the
at application layer. More formally, we can define utility generic form given in Fig. 1. Taking into account the detri-
as a function U(a,,... a,,) of the various measurable at- mental effects of increased latency into the perceived utility,
tributes {cai } ofthe connection. Common examples ofthese we arrive at the generic form for the two-parameter utility
attributes would be maximum achievable bitrate, latency, depicted in Fig. 2.
jitter, frame error rate, and so on. Each of these attributes
is itself a function ai = a.i(p1 .. .pp2; s . . ., sm) of the 2.2 Utillity-based opt'imlzat'lon in cogni-
parameters pi that can be configured in the (local) network tive networks and radlios
stack, and some stochastic variables f{ } used to model the
end-to-end connection. This formulation allows for numer- We shall now come to the fundamental applications of
ous optimization problems to be formulated, as we shall see utility functions in the CWN context. The objective of the
in the following. In cognitive wireless networks these op- 4'cognitive" software agents in the terminal (and possibly in
timization pro'blems can iln whole, or in part,be solved 'by the network) is to optimize the qualit of the connections as
application of machie learnig technques. Neve heleess, perceived byapplications. Iterms of te specifed utiites
in simpler cases classical distribDuted algorit -ls approach Ui for different applications i, the corresponding optilmiza-
could lbe usalble as w ell. tion prolblelm lbecomLes finding the collection of parameter
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assumption greatly simplifies the problem, as terminals can
make optimization decisions based on local information (or
information gathered only from one hop away). While cer-
tainly not applicable in all cases this approximation should
also hold, significant amount of time. Fixed access and, core

networks tend to be lightly utilized (with the exception of
some brief congestion periods), and there are no indications
that this would. change in the near future [12].

ZG0. g > 3 Abstractions as key requirement for utility-
0. 0.6 ~~~~~~based approaches

0.6 0.2

Noralized latenc 0 Noied bitra After presenting the utility as application layer metric
and, its usage for network optimization we continue with de-

Figure 2. Utility function for interactive ses- scribing fundamental technologies that are required on the

sion. way towards a real implementation of utility-based network
optimization.

The utility should be calculated based on detailed and
up-to-date measurement results. In today's systems the bot-

settings pi = vi such that the overall utility is maximized. tleneck usually is the first wireless hop, which concentrates
More formally, the optimization problem to be solved is the collection of such measurements on the end user device

and the respective base station or access point. However,
{vi} argmaxZ Ui (ak(pl)) (1) retrieving measurement results is not an easy task. The in-

?, iterfaces vary between communication technologies, such as
Bluetooth, WLANs, or cellular systems. In the case of up-

Usually, in addition to (1) some constraints have to be coming cognitive radios cross-layer information exchange
introduced. Most commonly given examples would be dif- is clearly required and the present approach of retrieving
ferent fairness criteria, to prevent "starving" of some appli- link-layer information in technology-specific way will not
cations to satisfy the needs of very resource-hungry ones. scale due to the increased complexity. Common interfaces,
The concept of utility fairness first applied in utility-aware such as the proposed Unified, Link-Layer API (ULLA), al-
congestion control [8] is very relevant here. low the calculation of the utility independently of which

Of course, how this prescription translates to concrete wireless interface is actually used.
configuration changes depends on the capabilities of the Generalized metrics made available through universal in-
terminal. In the full software radio case the problem be- terfaces will have to be carefully calculated, e.g., through-
comes extremely complicated to solve, as the configuration put cannot be instantaneously determined. Instead, the
space of the terminal is very large (essentially the cartesian amount of successfully transmitted data is divided by the
product over the space of all physically distinct waveforms monitored time period. Therefore, the chosen amount of
and, scheduling strategies). Simplifying heuristics would time will change the reported value and longer times lead-
clearly be necessary to deal with such problems. In case ing to more smoothed values will delay possible reactions
of less futuristic radios, much simpler approaches are pos- on changes in the throughput. On the other hand, small
sible. The simplest extreme case would be that of access spikes should not trigger any action so that smoothing out
selection without reconfiguration, that is, simply choosing those is useful. Hence, the optimal way of smoothing de-
which of the wireless interfaces available on the terminal to pends on the application requirements.
use. Portability is another closely related aspect because more

complex optimization tools should be reusable on other de-
2.3 Role of the first wi1reless hop vices using different hardware or running different operat-

ing systems. Again, present interfaces of embedded plat-
The discussion in the previous section was still rather forms or real computers look different and especially lower

generic, and, applies as well to network-wide optimization, layer networking interfaces vary between operating sys-
as for the tpical single wireless hop case. We shall focus tems. A solutioln to this problem iS an addi.tional require-
on the latter, assuming that the changes inl the condi;tions ment to enable CWNs.
of this first-hop link dominate the changes in utility com- The description of the utility function should be han-
pared to the events taking plLace in the fixed network. This dled in an abstract and platform-independent way. A uni-
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The data model visible to the link user through the ULLA
versal interface for applications iste irofed that allows to is acombipnation ofoal ject oriented programmicng paradigm,
describe the QoS requirements and the complete utility- as tecnloyabstraction. Links (understood as potential
function without limiting the usage of the applications to connections between two wireless interfaces) are defined by
certain devices or technologies. This way applications can abstract classes consisting of attributes and commands, the
still be portable although, for example, the resource opti- instances of which are visible to the inkcuser as rows in a
mization is done as proprietary part of future operating sys- database. A lightweight subset of SQL, called ULLA query

tems. rlaguage (UQL), is used to specify the queries asd the con-
d.itions for notifications.

4 Unilfied L'ink-Layer API An extensive class hierarchy (shown in Fig. 4) is speci-
fied for different link types to allow the link user to choose

*eComallnds caentbe usedtoichae thified.confi eran (the abstraction level to operate on. For the optimization

I (sUll tno credent)isfeorai' the Unticaioeranbstraci punrposes which we focusoRn here, the highest abstraction
Iorconfoiri th powersaving mot heininkforabsteraceio.s level offered by the technology-independent base classes

neededAPI itselfitybaresuofptimizationEur opeanitiv rad.ios would be most appropriate. The most sundamental of these
pro Notifications can brequstedt oe nformpta in uerict classes is ulledLink containing the basic attributes that mustproecFig. ]. Themainenryl pocintfrenttures usngthULLAsdpce be present in all links. Other types of applications, such

(ca.lled,.link u33-sersin th.e ULLA arhtcue is h linkiuse
as-tcnlg-sei.-fic:coniguraio and*i.diagosic tools

interfaced. Three clasers ofucioaiycn theULAarchcte)stelnserd.
would., on the other hand., most l;:kely uti:lize classes of-

itherfae.Trecassofucinltcabeaesd fering less abstraction. This class hierarchy is extensible,

* Quelries can be issued by the lin'k users to obtain va'l- .scriptions of the extension classes they support, and firik

ues~oftevrosatiue (uha aec,cpct users can query for these extensions withou.t'being limited.

and jitter, to name a few) of the availLable wireless in- .to comp;:lLe-time knowledge of the availab:le c:lLasses.

tefae. Thne API i1s also very easy to use in practise, as the fol-
* .~~~~~~~~~~~lowing code samples demonstrate. To find all links that have

* Commlrands can be used to change the configuration .(estimated) highest achievable receive bitrate of higher than
ofthe interfaces in qu.estion. Commonlexamples of u.s- .128 kbit/s one would. issu.ethe call
ing commands would.'be connecting and, disconnecting T-P reusIWfOV("r SE1LTAC-T linA/d- IxaecFROullaLink
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together with their latencies matching the query. This list of Linux prototype implementation is on the order of 185 kB
attribute/value tuples can then easily be parsed using simple and typical query durations are in the range of 25-50 mi-
accessor functions. croseconds. Also the additional processing delay intro-

Using commands is likewise simple. The relevant API duced by the notification mechanism is normally well under
call (doCmd () ) takes as an argument a command descrip- half a millisecond, showing that ULLA can be used for very
tor, containing the identifier of the link the command is to time-critical adaptations as well. Using a real-time comput-
be issued on, and the command name together with an argu- ing platform would naturally improve these results still.
ment string. Most commands do not require any arguments
at all, as most of the necessa ones are already implicitly 5 Case study in IEEE 802.11 technologies
present in the data structure for the particular link.

In our point of view the notification support is the most ULLA is a powerful tool that allows applications to
novel part of ULLA. The relevant API call is of the form easily access link-layer information. However, the ma-
requestNotification(&notId, query_string, &notDesc); jor part of the link-layer abstraction has to be done in the

LP, which has to map the technology-independent perfor-
The first argument is used to return the unique identifier of mance metrics, for example attributes in the ullaLinlk-class,
this notification request for cancelling or modification pur- to a technology-dependent implementation. In the follow-
poses. The second argument is again a UQL-string similar ing we describe parts of this process by using the example
to the simple query example, but this time the WHERE- of IEEE 802.1 1-based WLANs.
clause is used as a criterion for triggering the notification. The maximum achievable throughput is one of the most
Final argument is a notification descriptor, detailing, for ex- important performance metrics for applications. In the case
ample, how many times the notification is allowed to be of WLANs only the actually used throughput is practically
fired. measurable in an easy way simply by aggregating the suc-

The notification mechanism has obvious application in cessfully acknowledged amount of data over time using
the utility-based optimization. As the application or any standard sliding window techniques.
"cognitive" software agent performing the optimization One possible approach is to assume a perfect channel
functions knows the expression for the application utili- and derive from theoretical overhead-calculations and the
ties, it can always convert threshold values expressed in used PHIY-rate the available capacity [6]. The proposal is
terms of utility into conditions on attributes that then can practically feasible but neglects important effects because
be used as conditions in the corresponding UQL statement. it assumes a perfect channel and only indirectly considers
Furthermore, connection manager like applications can use transmission failures because the used PHY-rate will de-
ULLA to monitor link and spectrum usage. Thus, ULLA crease. More accurate results also considering effects of
makes it easy to implement cognitive radios that optimize hidden nodes can be achieved by using active probing [11].
the spectrum usage in conjunction with the application util- However, the measurement requires about 30-40°/o of the
ity. For example, the notification mechanism can be config- channel capacity and relies on support on both peers mak-
ured based on current policies to alert the reasoning engine ing it inappropriate for general usage.
on significant changes in spectrum usage such as appear- More promising is the algorithm suggested in [9] which
ance of the primary licensee. monitors the channel usage and filters out transmissions of

The parts of ULLA architecture residing below the link other links. Estimating the capacity used by other nodes
user interface are, of course, completely hidden from the leads to the fraction which is left for the measuring node
link users. They consist of the ULLA core functionalities, itself. Simulations proved the feasibility but practical im-
offering the said database abstractions and processing nec- plementations face further challenges. The node has only
essary for commands, queries and notifications, and of link a local view of the network and hidden nodes might se-
providers (LPs), which can be thought of as ULLA-enabled riously degrade the performance. Additionally, reporting
device drivers. Legacy drivers can be used as LPs by the traffic addressed to other nodes to the device driver requires
means of a link-layer adapter (LLA). A well-defined link the WLAN interface to be set to promiscuous mode which
provider interface is given to maintain interoperability and prevents it from transmitting data frames. Therefore, a pos-
compatibility between link provider and core implementa- sible demonstration requires a second interface used purely
tions coming from different vendors or programmers. for monitoring purposes.

Despite the rich feature set offered by ULLA, our pro- A final implementation will also combine other metrics
toypilng activities have shown that it can be implemelnted specificallLy choseln for the WLAN-case in order to esti-
in a yer compact space, anld that excellent performance mate the maximum achievable throughput. Important can-
in terms of overhead and query and notification latencies didates are the ratio of frames received with the retrausmis-
can bJe achi1eved, For example, thle memory footprint of our sion bit set and thle average numb,er of tries need,ed tO suc-
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cessfully send a frame in the other direction. Both metrics [2] Open source release of the Unified Link-Layer API,
will increase with worse SNR-values as well as higher con- http://ulla.sourceforge.net/ [Cited On: 4th of April 2006],
tention and thus more collisions on the channel. The lat- 2006.
ter one can also be measured following the details of the [3] Absolute Value Systems Inc. (AVS). wlan-ng driver imple-
IEEE 802.11 MAC-algorithm. A node will defer its trans- mentation. http://www.linux-wlan.org/.

mission when it senses the channel busy and present device [4] Z. Cao and E. W. Zegura. ABR service for applications withmission when it senses the chan:nel busyadpeetdvcynnlna adit utilieset funtins,InRi c.o.5h.EE
drivers, e.g. [3], offer a counter tracking the number of such ICNePpage 15,ashington,DC USA, 1997.

defrra evntspertrasmtte, fame. Crefl cliraton-ICN, pge 5,Washington, DC, USA, 1997.
d.eferrafl events per transmitted. frames. Careful caflibration- [5] Z. Cao and E. W. Zegura. Utility max-min: An application-
measurements will allow to retrieve direct relationships be- oriented bandwidth allocation scheme. In Proc. ofIEEE IN-
tween these measurable metrics and, the unused capacity. FOCOM (2), pages 793-801, 1999.

Hence, the LP should combine in a first step directly [6] M. Deziel and L. Lamont. Implementation of an IEEE
accessible metrics to abstract technology-independent at- 802.11 link available bandwidth algorithm to allow cross-
tributes which later oln can be used to determine the ap- layering. In Proc. of WiMOBP2005, pages 117-122, Mon-
plication utili and to choose and optimize the whole net- treal, Canada, August 2005.plication utiy a[7] T. Farnham. Radio link enhancement using an open -flexiblework stack configuration. Machine learning capabilities in protocol stack framework. Wireless Communications and
future cognitive systems could also be used to adapt such Mobile Comiputing, 5(4):379-395, June 2005.
abstractions based on specific conditions in the surround- [8] T. Harks and T. Poschwatta. Utility fair congestion control
ings. Part of our future work is the detailed analysis ofthese for real-time traffic. In Proc. of 8th IEEE Global Internet
approaches. Symposi im, co-located with IEEEINFOCOM, pages 85-90,

Miami, FL, USA, March 2005.
6 Conclusions [9] M. I. Kazantzidis. IAC Intelligence for Adaptive Multime-

dia in 802.1 1 Networks. IEEE Jo irnal on Selected Arecs in
Comnmtinications, 23(2):357-368, February 2005.

In this paper we elaborated on the use ofutility-based op- [10] J. Mitola. Cognitive Radio: An Integrated Agent Architec-
timization for cognitive wireless networks. Utility functions turefor Software Defined Radio. Ph.D. Thesis, KTH (Royal
offer a clean way to formalize application requirements and Institute of Technology), 2000.
how well they are fulfilled, by a given connection. How- [ 1] M. Nielsen. Demo of residual bandwidth estimation in an
ever, to enable the use of utility in this manner requires that 802.11 ad hoc network. In Proc. of REALAIAA 05 paes
relevant network*performance measurements are available 144-146, Santorini, Greece, June 2005.threlevant suffici omaentlysabstractedand technology pendent [12] A. Odlyzko. Data networks are lightly utilized, and will
t:hrough sufficiently albstracted and teehnology-indepelnLdent stay that way. Review ofNetwork Economics, 2(3):210-237,
interfaces. We presented, such a solution for accessing link- 2003.
layer information that also allows to change and, configure [13] S. Shenker. Fundamental design issues for the future in-
PHY- and MAC-layer settings in technology-independent ternet. IEEE Jo irnal on Selected Areas in Communication,
manner. Complete reference implementation of this Uni- 13(7), September 1995.
fied Link-Layer API (ULLA) has been developed. Perfor-
mance tests have shown that efficient cross-layer optimiza-
tion using ULLA is very feasible even without resorting to
technology-specific low-level programming. The public re-
lease of the ULLA Linux implementation presented here is
available from the sourceforge project page [2].
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